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Abstract

In this paper we describe MultiModal WebRemUsine, a tool for remote usability evaluation of Web sites that considers data regarding the user behaviour
coming from multiple sources. The tool performs an automatic evaluation of
the usability of the considered Web site by comparing such data with that contained in the task model associated with the pages (which describes the expected behavior of the user). The results of the analysis are provided along
with information regarding the user behavior during the task performance. Using such information, evaluators can identify problematic parts of the Web site
and make improvements, when necessary. An example of application of the
proposed method is also discussed in the paper.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The great penetration of Web sites raises a number of challenges for usability evaluators. In this paper we discuss what information can be provided
by automatic tools able to remotely process multimodal information on user
behavior gathered from different sources. The collected information ranges
from browser logs to videos and eye-tracking data. The approach proposed
aims to integrate such data in order to derive the most complete information
for analyzing, interpreting, and evaluating the user interactions while visiting
a Website. The proposed approach is supported by a tool – MultiModal Web
RemUsine, which is able is to identify where users interactions deviate from
those envisioned by the system design and represented in the related task
model. To this end, it exploits the integration of data coming from such dif285
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ferent sources for better understanding potential problems in task accomplishment. Thus, the evaluator is provided with a more comprehensive picture of the actions performed by the user and, consequently, with more information in order to effectively interpret and evaluate the associated user interface. Moreover, the approach proposed has the remarkable advantage to
allow evaluators to identify usability problems even if the analysis is performed remotely, which might contribute to keep at minimum the evaluation
costs and allows the users to remain in their familiar environments during
the evaluation, improving the trustworthiness of the evaluation itself.

2.

RELATED WORK

While a Web site can easily be developed using one of the many tools
available able to generate (X)HTML from various types of specifications,
obtaining usable Web sites is still difficult. Indeed, when users navigate
through the Web they often encounter problems in finding the desired information or performing the desired task. With over 30 million Web sites in existence, Web sites have become the most prevalent and varied form of human-computer interface, but, at the same time, with so many Web pages being designed and maintained, there will never be a sufficient number of professionals to adequately address usability issues without automation [2]. For
these reasons, interest in automatic support for usability evaluation of Web
sites is rapidly increasing [1,6], especially as far as the remote evaluation is
concerned, because, on the one hand, it is important that users interact with
the application in their daily environment, but, on the other hand, it is impractical to have evaluators directly observe users’ interactions.
Some studies [8] have confirmed the validity of remote evaluation in the
field of Web usability. Some work [3] in this area has been oriented to using
audio and video capture for qualitative analysis performed by evaluators on
the result of usability testing. Other works have highlighted the importance
of performing a comprehensive evaluation able to take into account data derived from multiple sources, and the consequent need to provide analysts
from a variety of disciplines (each using distinct sets of skills to focus on
specific aspects of the problem) to work cooperatively, in order to adequately gain insight into large bodies of multi-source data [7]. In our case we
focus more on quantitative data and provide the support for an intelligent
analysis of such data so as to extract useful information for evaluation goals.

3.

THE ARCHITECTURE

Our approach is mainly based on a comparison of planned user behavior
and actual user behavior [4]. Information about the planned logical behavior
of the user is contained in a (previously developed) task model, while data
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about the actual user behavior is provided by the other modules (the logging
tool, the Web cam and the eye-tracker), which are supposed to be available
within the client environment. An overview of the general approach is described in Fig. 1, where we use ovals to indicate data (the colored ovals better highlight the data which are provided to the tool), whereas the rectangles
indicate the hardware/software modules aimed at manipulating such data.
The eye-tracker provides quantitative data about the gaze of the user during
the evaluation session: one of the most relevant measures regards the scanpaths, namely the traced routes of the user gaze used to give insights about
the navigation strategy followed by the user during the visit of the page.
Contextual information is provided by video-based data recorded during the
session by a Webcam. The logging tool stores various events detected by a
browser, using Javascripts encapsulated in the (X)HTML pages and executed by the browser. When the browser detects an event, it notifies the
script which captures the event detected by the browser and adds a temporal
indication. Then, a Java applet communicates the log files to the server. The
logging tool provides useful information for correctly correlate the data coming from the different sources used in our approach (the eye tracker, the
Webcam, etc.), and to this aim some relevant modifications were needed to
be implemented. For instance, in order to manage the data associated with
the eye-tracker, it is necessary that whenever a scroll event is recorded, also
the extent of the shift with respect to the top and bottom corner of the page is
recorded as well by the logging tool, so as to reconstruct the actual area that
the user was currently looking at. In the same way, in order to correctly
manage the correlation between tasks and videos (so as to provide e.g.,
evaluation about the completion of tasks) it is necessary that the logging tool
is able to record the information about starting/ending time of the tasks.
As for the planned user behavior, CTT [5] task models are used to describe it by their graphical representation of the hierarchical logical structure
of the potential activities along with specification of temporal and semantic
relations among tasks. It is worth pointing out that, with the CTT notation
used, the designer might easily specify different sequences of paths corresponding to the same logical behavior just using the same temporal operator,
in order to allow the needed flexibility in describing the user behavior: for
instance, if two activities should be concurrently performed, (which means
that the first one might be performed as the first activity, but also the vice
versa is allowed), this behavior is expressed by using the concurrency operator as the right relationship between these two tasks. By comparing the ideal
behavior (contained within the task model) with the information coming
from logs, videos and the eye tracker, MMWebRemUsine is able to offer the
evaluators useful hints about problematic parts of the considered Web site.
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Figure 1. The Architecture of the Environment.

4.

THE METHOD

The method underlying the tool is composed of two main phases, the
preparation and the evaluation.

4.1

The Preparation

The main goal of the preparation phase is to create an association between the basic tasks of the task model and the events that can be generated
during a user session and recorded in log files. This association allows the
tool to use the semantic information contained in the task model to analyze
the sequence of user interactions stored in the logs. Basic tasks are tasks that
cannot be further decomposed and can belong to three different categories
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according to the allocation of their performance: user tasks are internal cognitive activities and this cannot be captured in system logs, interaction tasks
are associated with user interactions (e.g., click, change) and system tasks are
associated with the internal browser generated events.
Three types of events can be saved in the logs: user-generated events
(e.g., click, change), page-generated events (associated with loading and
sending of pages and forms) and events associated with the change in the
target task by the user, which is explicitly indicated through selection from
the list of supported tasks. Each event should be associated to one task, a
task can be performed through different events (e.g., the movement from one
field to another one within a form can be performed using either the mouse,
or the arrow key or the Tab key). If an event is not associated with any basic
task, it means that either the task model is not sufficiently detailed, or the action is erroneous because the application design does not call for its occurrence. An example of association between a task and an event is, for instance, the association between the task “selecting the home page” and the
event “Click on the Home button”. Once the association between tasks and
events has been carried out, it is possible to move on the evaluation.

4.2

The Evaluation

In the evaluation phase the proper automatic analysis is performed:
MMWebRemUsine examines the logged data with the support of the task
model and provides a number of results also analyzing the data coming from
videos and the eye tracker. Such data can provide useful information especially when it is possible to exploit them in an integrated and crosschecking-based approach (as with MMWebRemUsine), for identifying explanations to any problems users might have encountered during the test.
During the test phase all the user actions are automatically recorded, including those associated to goal achievement. The evaluation consists in analyzing such sequences of actions to determine whether the user has correctly
performed the tasks as defined in the task model (the user was able to reach
the goals and the actions performed were actually useful to reach them) or
some errors occurred (e.g., a precondition error, which means that the execution task order did not respect the relations defined in the system design
model). In addition to the detailed analysis of the sequence of tasks performed by the user, evaluators are provided with some results giving an
overall view of the entire session considered (such as tasks performed correctly, tasks with precondition errors, how many times a task or an error
have been performed, tasks never performed, and pattern of tasks). Such information allows the evaluator to identify what tasks are easily performed
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and what tasks create problems to the user. Moreover, revealing tasks never
performed can be useful to identify parts of the application that are difficult
to comprehend or reach. On the basis of such information the evaluator can
decide to redesign the site in order to reduce the number and complexity of
the activities to be performed.
From the semantic log analysis aimed at comparing the actual behavior
recorded by the tool with the ideal behavior specified within the task model
various types of results can be generated:
• Success: the user has been able to perform a set of basic tasks required to
accomplish the target task and thus achieve the goal.
• Failure: the users starts the performance of the target task but is not able
to complete it;
• Useless uncritical task: the user performs a task not strictly useful to accomplish the target task but does not prevent its completion.
• Deviation from the target task: in a situation where the target task is enabled and the user performs a basic task whose effect is to disable it. This
shows a problematic situation since the user is getting farther away from
the main goal in addition to performing useless actions.
• Inaccessible task: when the user is never able to enable a certain target
task.
A further type of information considered regards the task execution duration, calculated for both high level and basic tasks, which can provide information useful to understand what the most complicated tasks are or what
tasks require longer time to be performed. It is worth pointing out that longer
execution times do not always imply complicated tasks. In some cases
download time can be particularly high, and with this regard MMWebRemUsine provides detailed information, so that evaluators can know its impact on the total performance time. In other cases, when such a long time
cannot be explained by a long download, a further cross-checking analysis of
additional information provided by the tool (e.g., videos recorded during the
session) should be performed in order to find a reasonable motivation for the
usability problem (see Section 4.2.3 for an example of it).
The data from videos are important because they can provide more “contextual” information during the performance of a task. Indeed, since the
evaluation is remotely performed, the evaluator is not in a position to understand if any condition might have disturbed the performance of a task while
the user visits the Web site in his/her own environment. For instance, as we
pointed out in the previous section, a long time (or, at least, a time longer
than expected) for completing a task might not necessarily be brought about
by a usability problem or by a high download time: indeed, it may be caused
by some external factors (e.g., interruptions occurring in the user’s environment during the session). Another useful information that can be gained
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from videos are user comments, which sometimes can reveal that users are
aware of having performed an error but cannot undo the actions.
In order to provide the evaluator with video-based data, an association between task and video is automatically performed by the tool, thanks to the
information regarding the start/end time of the different tasks. Indeed, as the
whole session is recorded by a Webcam, through such times it is possible to
split the video associated with the entire user session into different fragments
related to the completion of the various tasks, together with the possibility to
activate/stop the visualization of the related video with a suitable player in
the tool. In this way, when the evaluators identify e.g., inexplicably long durations for completing a task, they can easily activate the interested fragment
of the video to get further data and investigate about the contextual conditions occurred during the concerned period.
While videos provide more ‘contextual’ information regarding users, giving the means for correctly interpreting the user’s actions, the eye-tracker
provides technical measurements and traces of the visual routes followed by
users while visiting a Web site. The data provided by the eye-tracker can be
interesting “per se” (e.g., the evaluator can understand the areas of the page
that attract or not user attention), but they assume even more importance
when compared with the user intention (namely: the target task). Indeed,
having in mind the objective the user should achieve, it might be relevant to
analyze the areas around the links that should be followed in order to reach
such goal according to the task model. For instance, it might be relevant to
analyze the extent of time the users spent looking at the areas that attracted
their attention (duration of fixations), as well as the number of fixations.
Long fixations might be a sign of user’s difficulty in elaborating the information or a sign of high interest in the information. A high number of fixations on certain areas might indicate that the users are confused and are not
able to find the information that they are looking for. Moreover, also a long
scan path might indicate that the structure underlying the page is rather complicated. All the data have been automatically integrated within the tool,
which is able to offer, e.g., for the various tasks, the related video excerpts
and the connected data from the eye tracker (i.e., scan paths and fixations).

5.

AN EXAMPLE APPLICATION

In this section we show an example of application of the proposed
evaluation method and of the related tool, which, in its current version, s
mainly aimed at being used for usability tests. The Web site we considered
(http://www.pisaonline.it) provides information about Pisa, and in Fig. 2 the
homepage is shown. The Website is divided into four main sections: “Pisa da
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Visitare” (Visit Pisa), “Pisa da Vivere” (Live in Pisa), Pisa da Studiare”
(Study in Pisa) e “Pisa Aziende” (Companies in Pisa). For sake of brevity in
Fig. 3 only a simplified version of the task model is visualized, yet detailed
enough to highlight the four main tasks for accessing the main sections of
the site, together with some tasks that we will refer to in this section.
If we focus more properly on the decomposition of the high level task
“Visit Pisa” , it is possible to see that one of its sub-tasks provides access to
the “Ulisse” subsection, which inherits the name from the title of an airline
magazine offering tourist information about Pisa and providing several information about the town, including data about local products (e.g., information about the white truffle, Fig. 3).

Figure 2. The home page of the evaluated Web site.

Once having performed the task-event associations it is possible to move
to the first step of the proper evaluation phase: the identification of a number
of target tasks (the high level activities represented within the task model) to
be provided to the test participants at the beginning of the evaluation session.
Examples of target tasks considered for the example were “Trova Info su
Tartufo Bianco” (Access information about the white truffle), “Trova
gradazione alcoolica del Chianti”, (Find alcoholic content of Chianti),
“Trova ristoranti” (Find restaurant), etc. Once the user selected the interested
target task, the environment is in a position to know the intention of the user
and automatically identify, within the task model, the planned paths that
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should be followed by the user while carrying out the selected task, which
will be used as paragon term for the evaluation. In our test we involved 8
participants aging between 21 and 36. One user selected as target task “Find
information on the white truffle”, which was a subtask of “Access Ulisse”
(see simplified task model in Fig. 3). The analysis of this user trying to carry
out this activity reported a number of precondition errors. The logging tool
recorded several actions performed by the user, which were judged not necessary when compared with the designer’s planned path for achieving the
task goal (as it is described in the related task model). In addition, the same
user was observed pausing a lot looking at the area of the homepage dedicated to the companies in Pisa (a fixation with a relevant duration was registered by the eye tracker), instead of correctly focusing on the “Visit Pisa”
section which represents the right route for completing the selected task (see
the system task model in Fig. 3). From this it might be derived that the user
might have misinterpreted “White Truffle” as the name of a restaurant.

Figure 3. A simplified version of the task model of the PisaOnLine Web site.

Moreover, once the same user finally realized the correct section on
which looking for the concerned information (“Visit Pisa” section), the
evaluation still highlighted –through a long scan path- a possible user difficulty in identifying the right link for accessing the “Access Ulisse” section.
Indeed, when referring back to the concerned page, the evaluators noticed
that, actually, within this page there are three different links for accessing the
Ulisse section (they are highlighted by three circles in Fig. 4): a textual link
(with label “Ulisse”), another textual link with a different label (“Alitalia
Ulisse”), and also an icon with an image associated to Ulisse. To make
things even worse further analysis reported that the information available
through the last two links is different from the information reachable through
the first link.
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Figure 4. The ambiguity of links related to the section dedicated to “Ulisse”.

For another user, who selected “Find alcoholic content of Chianti wine”
(“Trova gradazione alcolica del Chianti”) as target task, the eye-tracker reported many fixations recorded on the link associated with “Pisa Aziende”
(“Companies in Pisa”), rather than, more correctly, within the “Live in Pisa”
section, where the link actually is (as you can see from the task model in Fig.
3). This highlighted that the logic followed by users in finding such information was different from that followed by designers.
Moreover, the experiment highlighted that the majority of users did not
select the image link associated with the homepage of the PisaOnline Web
site (visualized in the top left part of the homepage, see Fig. 5), which was
rather surprising due to the relevancy of this page within the entire site. The
occurrence of such behavior in almost all users can be interpreted with the
fact that the link is rather unclear, and this intuition is reinforced by the image related to the scan path of users on the page (Fig. 5), highlighting that
almost all users did not pause on looking at the concerned image link, which
might have been confused with a bare decorative image, (especially because
it appears on the top part of the page).
In another experiment we analyzed a different site regarding a publishing
house and mainly focused on data recorded by videos. Fig. 6 shows the
evaluation of task/time performed by the tool, regarding a user who explicitly declared at the end of the task that she was wrong at completing the task.
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Figure 5. Scanpath of “Find Alchoolic Content of Chianti”.

Figure 6. Task/Time Information with Video of the user.
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The data from the videos were useful to detect some usability problems.
For instance, by examining the tasks that were wrongly performed, it was
possible to have further details on the facial expressions of the users, who
sometimes seemed to be confident of their choices, while other times seemed
to be quite confused and doubtful, and this information is important when
evaluating the user behavior. Particularly useful information was gained
from videos as far as the execution time is concerned, which sometimes
seemed to be higher than expected: the analysis of the video revealed that
users pause at looking the page, then they happen to comment on it, so this is
important to understand that sometimes users are distracted/attracted by portions of the page that are not relevant for carrying out the concerned task, but
only by curiosity.

6.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a method, and the associated tool, for remote
evaluation of Websites that, through a combination of different sources of
data coming from the client side (currently log files, videos and eye tracker
data) allows the evaluator to get detailed information about the behavior of
the users. Such composite information is the input of an automatic tool that
has shown to be effective in providing evaluators with means for discovering
possible problematic areas of the Web site. Future work will be dedicated to
extending the data detected regarding the user behavior and state, including
the emotional state, in order to have a more complete analysis of what happens during user sessions and better identify the potential usability issues.
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